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Here we use [3], Theorem 1, and the Severi’s theory of nodal plane curves as
presented in [5] to prove the following result.

Theorem 1. Fix an integer m ≥ 3. There is an integer a0(m) ≫ 0 such

that for all integers d ≥ a ≥ a0(m), the following properties is satisfied. Fix

integers s > 0 and mi, 1 ≤ i ≤ s, 2 ≤ mi ≤ m, such that (a2 + 3a)/2 ≥∑s
i=1

mi(mi + 1)/2 and set α := (a − 1)(a − 2)/2 −
∑s

i=1
mi(mi − 1)/2. Fix

any integer x such that 0 ≤ x ≤ (d − 1)(d − 2)/2 − (a − 1)(a − 2)/2. Then

there is an irreducible family Γ of integral degree d plane curves such that each

Y ∈ Γ has exactly s + x singular points, say P1, . . . , Ps, Q1, . . . , Qx, each Pi

is an ordinary multiple point with multiplicity mi and each Qj is an ordinary

node of Y . Varying Y ∈ Γ the s-ples (P1, . . . , Ps) cover an open subset of (P2)s.
We have dim(Γ) = (d2 + 3d)/2 −

∑s
i=1

mi(mi − 1)/2 + 2s − x, i.e. Γ has the

expected dimension, and it is not contained in a larger family of plane curves

with the same or worst singularities.
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Proof. Let a0(m) be the integer d′(m) used in [3], Theorem 1.If a = d, then
the statement is [3], Theorem 1. Hence we may assume d > 0. Fix a, s,mi,
1 ≤ i ≤ s, and s general points P1, . . . , Ps ∈ P2. Let W be the set of all integral
degree a plane curves C such that Sing(C) = {P1, . . . , Ps} and each Pi is an
ordinary point with multiplicity mi of P . By [3], Theorem 1, W 6= ∅, W is
integral, dim(W ) = (a2 + 3m)/2−

∑s
i=1

mi(mi + 1)/2, and W is not contained
in a larger family of plane curves with the same or worst singularities. Fix any
C ∈ W and let D bethe union of C and d − a general lines Let u : S → P2

be the blowing-up of the points P1, . . . , Ps. Let C ′ (resp. D′) be the strict
transform of C (resp. D) in S. Thus C ′ is smooth, D′ is nodal and connected
and the counterimages of the lines of D do not intersect the exceptional divisors
of u. Notice that pa(C

′) = α. By [5], 2.11 and 2.14, we may smooth all nodes
of C ′ except exactly x ones, obtaining a family ∆ of integral nodal curves with
exactly x nodes and with the expected dimension. For any E ∈ ∆, the curve
u(E) is integral, with exactly x + s singular points, each Pi is an ordinary
point with multiplicity mi of u(E), while the other singular points of u(E) are
ordinary nodes. Moving the points (P1, . . . , Ps) in (P2)s we get the formula for
dim(Γ).

We may take as a0(m) the integer d′(m) used in [3] (e.g. we may take
a0(m) = 2((38(m + 2))2

m−1

([3], line 4 of p. 218).
Let V (d; s,m1, . . . ,ms) denote the set of all integral degree d plane curves

Y such that ♯(Sing(Y )) = s, say Sing(Y ) = {P1, . . . , Ps}, and each Pi is an
ordinary point with multiplicity mi. In general, V (d; s,m1, . . . ,ms) is not ir-
reducible and it may even have an irreducible component with the expected
dimension and another irreducible component with higher dimension ([2], [1]).

Question 1. Is V (d; s,m1, . . . ,ms) irreducible, when mi = 2 for “many”
integers i? Here if m1 ≥ · · · ≥ ms ≥ 2 we only require d ≥ m1 + m2 (i.e. the
restriction coming from Bezout) and (d − 1)(d − 2/2 ≥

∑
mi(mi − 1)/2 (i.e.

the restrixtion coming from the genus formula for integral plane curves. By [4]
or [6] this is true if mi = 2 for all i ≥ 2.)

We work over an algebraically closed field K with char(K) = 0.
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